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Chart 1: Resource commodity prices
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(Rio is down about 23 per cent or so
since its 2012 peak) shows the market disagrees.
In fact, if you’re bearish resources, everything appears consistent: global growth indicators
are weakening, investment banks
are lining up to downgrade growth
forecasts and commodity price
forecasts more generally.
Chart 1 shows graphically the
bearish case. It is the RBA’s nonrural commodity price index (of
which coal and iron ore represent
53 per cent, but it also includes aluminium, copper, crude, gold and
LNG) and it is down about 17 per
cent from a peak in August last
year (US dollar terms) and off
about 5 per cent since February
(although in Australian dollar
terms it is 1-2 per cent higher since
February).
Even if that is the case and we
are past the peak, these 20 per cent
price falls for stocks like Rio and
BHP appear a little excessive as
they have given rise to forward
earnings multiples of about 7-8 (for
our large miners).
Yet if we are to believe these are
reasonable multiples (on a sustained basis), we must be convinced of two things.
One: global growth will not just
slow but slow sharply, and two:
that this slowdown will lead to a
very serious hit to earnings of up to
60 per cent on a sustained basis.
I’m just not convinced that
we’re going to see this, though.
Take a look at Table 1: even
through the global financial crisis,
Rio Tinto’s and BHP’s revenue did
not fall by 60 per cent.
I’m using revenue as it is the
purest form of underlying potential earnings derived from macro
factors and is separate from more
micro capital management issues
and the like — such as the dilutive
impact of Rio’s rights issue in 2009.
So under a GFC-type event
we’re talking a 25 per cent hit for
Rio and about a 15 per cent hit for
BHP, which, even if that scenario
were repeated, gives an implied
price gain from current levels of
something like 30 per cent (given
historical price-earnings ratios are
in the mid-teens).
To get even close to justifying
current multiples, we would have
to see a very serious global re-
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Chart 3: World copper consumption
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Table 1: BHP and Rio revenue ($USbn)
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Even if commodity
prices do decline
further, volumes are
not likely to fall,
which of course will
underpin earnings
growth for our
miners

cession, one that went beyond
what we saw in 2008-09.
And I mean an actual global
recession, not just the media
recessions we seem to have once or
twice a year.
You can get a better idea of why
this is the case considering a couple
of other examples.
Chart 2 shows Asian iron ore
demand (ore imports) over the last
few years.
Notice how demand had been
steadily rising through the GFC
and subsequent global turmoil.
I’m guessing that if iron ore demand can hold up through the
GFC, then you’d need to see something truly horrendous on the global growth front to see demand for
iron ore take a sustained hit now.
And it’s not just iron ore.
Chart 3 also shows a similar
pattern for copper.
The fact that volume growth remains strong even during periods
of global recession would have to
provide significant support to

commodity prices. Is the boom
over?
The accompanying charts suggest it isn’t, but even if that is the
perception and commodity prices
do decline further, volumes are not
likely to fall, which of course will
underpin earnings growth for our
miners.
One simple explanation for that
can be seen with a simple reference
to China. Its economy is about 30
per cent larger now than it was in
2008.
Even if Chinese growth slows to
7-8 per cent, that’s immaterial as
far as commodity demand is concerned.
In a year or two and on very
modest growth assumptions,
China will be close to 50 per cent
larger than in 2008.
That is significant. That is the
real story there, not if China slows
to 7 per cent growth, and that’s just
China.
So to reiterate, it’s unlikely that
we’ll see the 60 per cent earnings

decline that current multiples require even if global growth slows.
Don’t forget that our major
miners already appear to have the
end of the commodity boom priced
in anyway.
Think about the fact that both
prices (in US dollar terms) and
volumes for bulks are above 2008
peaks; iron ore prices are roughly
123 per cent higher.
Yet BHP is trading about 37 per
cent below its 2008 peak and Rio is
off about 64 per cent.
In conclusion then, global
growth may slow, or it may not. But
it doesn’t matter given current
earnings multiples and the
resilience of global commodity
demand, even in the face of serious
recession. Either way, our miners
are cheap and ripe to purchase on a
three to five year view.
Adam Carr is a key contributor to
Eureka Report. To read more by
Adam Carr and other experts, go
to www.eurekareport.com.au

Where next for resources? Opinion gulf grows wider
JAMES FROST

SOLID production numbers from
BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto this
week did little to bridge the growing gulf of opinion between analysts and fund managers.
As sell-side analysts tweaked
their models and stood behind recommendations to buy the stocks,
elsewhere there is a growing sense
of unease that the easy gains have
already been made.
Lanyon Asset Management
portfolio manager Erik Metanomski said: ‘‘Our view is that unless
world economies pick up pretty
rapidly, this whole thing could
come unstuck.’’
Speculation that the price of
iron ore would soon crack was fanned this week by some of the biggest price moves on the market in
six months.
Over the course of five trading
sessions, the price of iron ore, as
tracked by The Steel Index, drifted
lower, shedding 5.3 per cent as it
fell from a high of $US133.70 a
tonne to a low of $US125.60.
Compared with the falls experienced by other commodities such
as coal and aluminium over the
past year, these movements could
fall within the limits of acceptable
volatility for most investors.
However, placed in the context
of the recent steep share price declines — 28 per cent for BHP and
35 per cent for Rio — it becomes

apparent there might be more
worrying and potentially malevolent forces at work.
One of those forces is supply.
The planned output from the
Pilbara over the next 12 months is
485 million tonnes, worth roughly
$62 billion in revenue to the companies that pull it out of the
ground. Over the next few years,
output is scheduled to double and
that has got people worried.
Morgan Stanley’s head of global
market strategy, Gerard Minack,
said: ‘‘It’s no different to an office
building boom. You’ve turned the
sod on five buildings in the Sydney
CBD, and all of sudden you realise
there aren’t people to fill them.’’
Mr Minack said the soaring cost
of iron ore had as much to do with
longstanding supply constraints
and bottlenecks in the system as
demand from China. Once the
new sources of supply were online,
prices would react accordingly.
‘‘None of this should be controversial. All you need is a normal
supply response and prices will
drop back. This is why prices
tend to revert to an average’’
Mr Minack said.
‘‘It’s why in more than 150 years
of history, Australia’s terms of
trade tends to mean-revert, and
when they are in the reversion process they rarely stop at the mean.
They overshoot, and that has
tremendous implications.’’
Analysts, meanwhile, are reluctant to scare the audience of stockbrokers and investors they are paid
to produce reports for.
Profit forecasts have been
revised, in some cases quite significantly. However, according to
Bloomberg, 15 out of 16 analysts
have a buy on Rio Tinto — with a
12-month consensus price target of
$80.28.
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Chart 2: Asian iron imports

The prospects of BHP and Rio won’t be
affected even by a China slowdown

BHP and Rio Tinto are down, but
they’re definitely not out.
Ongoing global demand for
minerals suggests the two stocks
have been oversold on the market
and are ripe for buying.
Rising concerns over global
growth and commodity demand
and supply dynamics present a
good opportunity to buy miners
To buy or not to buy? That is the
question, or to sell, if you’re a
holder.
There is certainly a growing disquiet about our miners. Over the
past week, we have heard Treasury
and others suggest that the terms
of trade, or commodity prices more
specifically, have already peaked.
Resources Minister Martin Ferguson suggested recently that the
boom was done.
I, for one, am not as convinced,
but it has to be accepted that this
view is in the ascendancy and
perceptions matter.
The question I’m left asking is
whether these concerns present a
good buying opportunity.
In contrast, is it time to reduce
resource holdings?
I think the answer must be no,
and in my opinion it is a very good
time to buy.
The issue is one of magnitude.
I’m not suggesting concerns over
global growth are not warranted
and we received a reminder of the
threat last week.
Chinese trade data showed imports slowed to 6.3 per cent year on
year in June from 12.7 per cent, and
Chinese growth more generally
slowed to 7.6 per cent.
Concerns over global growth
are legitimate, though I remain
very optimistic on growth prospects and think the evidence supporting a recovery is compelling.
Seeing our miners come off a bit
isn’t unreasonable then.
But the magnitude of the price
declines suggests to me that the
market has lost some perspective.
For a start, I don’t think the
prospects of our miners hinge on
whether the global economy is
staging a cyclical slowing or not
and, in particular, on whether
China is slowing.
I appreciate that this sounds
counter-intuitive and the fact that
BHP is down about 19 per cent
since a recent peak in February
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‘It’s patently
ridiculous to
suggest China
can continue to
grow at these rates’
ERIK METANOMSKI
LANYON ASSET MANAGEMENT
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FOR BHP & RIO:
● Lowest cost iron ore producers
● Projected Chinese growth
● Low price-to-earnings ratio
AGAINST BHP & RIO
● Looming supply glut of
iron ore
● Hard landing for China
● Historically high commodity
prices

The breadth of opinion, however, is more diverse when it comes
to BHP, but only slightly. Fourteen
out of 19 analysts polled have a buy
on BHP with a 12-month consensus price target of $39.38.
To be fair, most are forecasting
that iron ore prices will revert to
long-term averages of between
$70 and $80 a tonne over the next
several years. But based on their
current estimates of intrinsic
value, few can find a good reason to
convince clients to sell.
Much of that can be chalked up
to the incumbent’s position as
lowest-cost producers and the sensational rates of growth that will

see China’s economy double in size
every seven or eight years if it can
maintain trajectory.
Increasingly frequent moves by
China’s central bank to stimulate
the economy ahead of the weakest
growth figures in three years, however, has caused many observers to
wonder if the idea of a super cycle
is nonsense, including Lanyon’s
Mr Metanomski.
‘‘The exact same things were being said about Japan in the 1980s
before growth collapsed,’’ he said.
‘‘It’s patently ridiculous to suggest that China can continue to
grow at these rates.’’
Mr Metanomski has serious
concerns about Beijing’s efforts to
stimulate the economy, given its
$900bn splurge on capital works
following the global financial crisis
in 2008.
‘‘A lot of that infrastructure is
surplus to requirements; it’s producing no commercial return,’’ he
said. ‘‘There are bridges being built
to nowhere, there are bullet trains
with no one on them and airports
in the middle of nowhere.’’
Mr Metanomski said the sell-off
in mining stocks had been inspired
by mounting evidence of a margin
squeeze.

He added that the stocks were
still a considerable way off reaching fair value.
‘‘The arguments for not holding
resource stocks dilutes as the
stocks themselves get less
expensive.
However, they are still nowhere
near attractive for us to start
investing in.’’
Fidelity’s Paul Taylor oversees
the firm’s $2bn Australian equities
fund, and he takes the middle
ground when it comes to assessing
the outlook for the miners.
He can see clouds on the horizon for BHP and Rio but he isn’t
displaying any sign of panic.
‘‘We are not hugely worried, but
China is definitely slowing, and
that makes it harder for resources
stocks to perform,’’ Mr Taylor said.
‘‘We think it’s right to be underweight resources stocks in that
environment.’’
Mr Taylor said the risks were
greatest at the other end of the cost
curve with the junior miners,
where profits margins are slimmer.
As a longtime holder of BHP
and Rio Tinto, he said he was comfortable with exposure to the toptier producers with their highquality and long-life assets.
‘‘They are pulling iron ore out of
the ground at $30 a tonne and
today it’s a little under $130.
‘‘Even if their business halves,
they are both in a really strong
position,’’ Mr Taylor said.

WITH BHP Billiton’s share price 30 per cent less
expensive than it was 12 months ago, it is easy to say
the shares are now cheap. But does BHP represent
value or is it a value trap?
Geologists who spend their days planning
exploration programs for major miners are in no
doubt about whether we have seen the peak of the
resources boom.
Six months ago, these experts were being told by
their multi-billion-dollar clients that money was not
an issue, that the issues were finding labour and drill
rigs.
‘‘Just make it happen,’’ the geologists were being
told. ‘‘There’s $80 billion of planned infrastructure
spending in the pipeline.’’
Today there are no such issues. Why?
Because unless the mine is under construction
already, the project has been shelved.
It’s particularly evident in the coal sector. BHP has
already shut down a coalmine in the Bowen Basin
with costs blowing out and prices coming down.
Contractors and drillers are being sacked and
those projects that just six months ago were moving
forward ‘‘no matter what’’ may now be looked at
again ‘‘in a couple of years’’.
I have been convinced of a weak materials sector
for a year and have written extensively about the
subject. The reason is simple: China.
Back then, I described a commercial office
construction boom that was producing 60 billion
square feet or an office cubicle for every man, woman
and child in China.
All that has been completed and even more is
under construction. But they don’t need it and the
returns for the developers are diminishing.
Add to this the fact Europe is experiencing record
unemployment, the International Monetary Fund
has just downgraded global growth and Japan
(China’s major customer) just reported a 14.8 per cent
decline in May machinery orders.
The impact on Chinese steel demand, cement
demand and iron ore is inescapable.
This week Macquarie analysts wrote: ‘‘We have
downgraded all the FY12 earnings forecasts for the
Chinese cement stocks under our coverage given the
recent first-half profit warnings and a weaker
demand outlook.

The recent boom in the mining
sector single-handedly saved
the nation from recession. But
now the tide is going out, we
are about to find out who has
been swimming naked
‘‘On average we have downgraded FY12-13
earnings by 20 to 30 per cent and we are now 30 per
cent below the market.’’
While everyone’s attention regarding China has
been on the macro picture — the broader economic
slowdown — few analysts are looking at the micro
level where the picture is far worse.
Individual Chinese companies are experiencing
negative and deteriorating cashflows, and
uncollectable receivables, and have ceased earning
their cost of capital.
China’s biggest maker of construction machines,
Sany Group, recently announced a cut to its 60,000
workforce, on the back of falling demand. Sany
produces concrete machinery, excavators, cranes,
pile drivers and road machinery. Its annual revenue
exceeds 80 billion yuan or $12bn. But Sany has been
selling machines on generous credit terms and last
year its net receivables doubled.
My conviction of a weak materials sector has been
reinforced by these recent developments. This does
not bode well for the Australian sharemarket because
the combined materials and energy sectors account
for 29 per cent of the market. And they have a large
influence over its direction as the marginal foreign
institutional buyers and sellers come and go,
depending on their views about global growth.
The domestic mining sector also accounts for 7 per
cent of GDP and contributes 50 per cent to the value
of exports. The recent boom in the mining sector
single-handedly saved the nation from recession. But
now the tide is going out, we are about to find out who
has been swimming naked.
Eventually prices get so cheap that even the worstcase scenario does not seem that bad. Remember, the
Depression lasted a decade but the stockmarket
bottomed in 1932, which was well before any
recovery in the economy was glimpsed by even the
most optimistic.
Roger Montgomery is the founder of Montgomery
Investment Management and the author of Value.able:
How to value the best stocks and buy them for less
than they’re worth, available at
www.rogermontgomery.com.

Mining’s peak may have passed

